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We produce rehearsal & reception Video
Presentations for weddings,
anniversaries, or any special occasion. For weddings, it can be a Love Story about the bride and groom growing
up, a special tribute to Mom or Dad during the parent dances, or a spectacular photographic presentation of the
day’s events shown at the end of the reception. An anniversary presentation shows a couple’s entire story and can
include family, friends, or special themes. Each project is created with photographs or other visual media and set
to music. It is then shown to your guests with a video projector and large screen. Showing the bride & groom’s
story just before they’re announced into the reception room is a wonderful surprise for the parents and guests and
sets a warm and fuzzy romantic tone to the wedding atmosphere.
After the cocktail hour, guests are usually buzzing from the sugar and alcohol, not tuned in to the bride and
groom’s entrance. When the bridal party is announced into the room, the bride and groom come to the
entranceway and the screen immediately comes up. The bandleader or DJ then announces the presentation and
everyone huddles around to see it. Watching the expressions on the faces of family and friends is truly heart
warming and wonderful…a mesmerizing experience. Immediately after the presentation the screen comes down
and the bride and groom are announced into a room filled with love and emotion.
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS:
How long is the presentation? Usually one 3-minute song with an invitation and 25 photographs.
Does this cause a delay in the reception? No. It only takes seconds to put the screen up and take it down.
What materials can I use? Any size photo, slide, negative, invitation, card, drawing, postcard, title, 8mm movie,
videotape, personal item (rings, special gifts) etc., as well as your favorite music.
Can we speak on the video? A voice-over expressing your love for each other and/or appreciation for your
parents can easily be added to the tape.
Do we see the final product before the event? Yes. You may view the presentation before your wedding.
If you wish to make any changes at that time you can do so.
Will our band play the music for the presentation? Not usually. Since the presentation requires split second
timing for effectiveness we provide our own music and sound system. We do coordinate with the Maitre d’,
band, or DJ for timing.
Will I get my photos and music back? Yes. (No cutting or pasting! Everything is done electronically.)
If I purchase a video package with a photo opening can that be used for the photo presentation? Yes.
You then can purchase the video projection service to play back the photo opening.
Can I just get the Love Story Presentation without a full video package? Yes. You can purchase a photo
montage and video projection separately.
Can this be used for other events? Yes! Birthdays, anniversaries, retirement and award dinners, graduations...
The presentation can be shown at the rehearsal dinner as well.
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